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When talking about syntax it is hard to avoid loose talk of ‘subjects’ and ‘direct objects’. Such terms
sometimes seem convenient, but they are also mysterious and it is one of the signal achievements
of syntactic theory since the ’s to have eliminated the need to make use of them. Their elimination has been achieved in the way that one would like – by way of reduction to more fundamental
and independently necessary concepts such as the combinatorics of structure building (which yield
command as a measure of prominence), and the interactions we call case and agreement.
For example, the network of interactions which jointly define ‘subjecthood,’ we now understand
as a set of interactions entered into by closed class lexical items which appear relatively high in the
clause. In earlier conceptions, one particular head (, later ) played a distinguished role
in that set of interactions. More recent work, however, makes it clear that no one head has such
a privileged (and therefore mysterious) role. Rather, any head which is sufficiently high in the extended projection to command external arguments may, in principle, have the relevant properties
and thereby enter into the relevant interactions (see, for instance, Cable () on Dholuo and Zyman () on P’urhepecha).

 O
If we take the numerology of Relational Grammar seriously, then the ‘direct object’ relation is
ranked second in the overall hierarchy of grammatical relations. If that is so, it is a very important task for syntactic theory to construct an understanding of that relation and the interactions
through which it manifests itself (case, agreement, ordering, characteristic semantics, behavior under extraction and so on). In work of the ’s, however, there remained a disturbing asymmetry
between the emerging understanding of subjecthood and the kinds of understanding of objecthood
that were available. Subjects were deﬁned by their morphosyntactic connections with a closed class
head ( or  or -), while objects were deﬁned by their connections and interactions
with an open class item – the verb.

I draw here on much earlier work on Irish syntax. See especially Guilfoyle (, ) Noonan (, ) Duﬃeld
(), Ó Donnchadha ().





One of the most important early attempts to resolve this theoretical anomaly in an empirically
rich and convincing way is Kyle Johnson’s () paper ‘Object Positions’, which proposed a shift
from the characterization in (a) to that in (b), in which the direct object relation, like the subject
relation, is conceived as a set of relations between a closed-class (functional) item and a nominal in
its local command domain (the ‘direct object’).
()

a.

b.



✄
✂ ✁
✄
✂ ✁

open





✄
✂ ✁

the door

✄
✂ ✁

the door
Johnson () gives  of (b) the nonce name µ; it is proposed that in English objects raise to the
speciﬁer of its complement () and that verbs raise to µ. This pair of proposals yields an understanding of the relative prominence of objects with respect to other material in the verbal domain
and of the fact that direct objects in general immediately follow the verb. The analysis of (b), in its
various variants, now represents the conventional wisdom within the framework of the Minimalist
Program. But outside that circle, the analysis is widely criticized. For Culicover & Jackendoﬀ (,
–), for example, the kind of analysis illustrated in (b) is a symbol of all that is wrong with what
they call  (‘Mainstream Generative Grammar’).
In this paper I would like to engage some of the issues that arise in the re-thinking represented
by (b). I do that by way of a detailed examination of objecthood in Irish. My conclusion will be that,
despite the misgivings of Culicover and Jackendoﬀ, that examination yields support of an interesting
and rather speciﬁc kind for the understanding represented by (b).
First, though, we should take a step towards speciﬁcity of commitment by adjusting the proposals in Johnson () in the light of more recent theoretical developments.
The discussion of the direct object relation in Chomsky () can be read as just such an update
– in a much-changed theoretical context. Chomsky there identiﬁes Johnson’s µ with the light verb
v and assumes that English objects appear in the speciﬁer of its -complement. That leaves us with
the potential anomaly of postulating a movement-driving feature (an -feature) on an open class
element, the lexical verb. If we were to assume, with Harley (), Merchant (), Legate ()
and others, that we should distinguish a  head from a verbalizing head v, the ﬁrst selecting the
second, we will have the structure in (), and the potential anomaly is eliminated:
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v
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v
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Arg
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Arg

Given (), agentive arguments are arguments of  and originate in its speciﬁer; the most prominent nominal argument in  (if there is one) raises to the speciﬁer of v (and is the ‘direct object’),
and the verbal root raises through v to  yielding verb-object order, as before. English verbs
thus lexicalize an array (a ‘span’) of three distinct atoms of the syntactic system,
Furthermore, an expected possibility is now that the  head may itself have the -property,
triggering raising into its own speciﬁer position. If that interaction is restricted to nominal phrases,
we will have a more prominent object position still. And the typological landscape we now expect
to encounter is one in which, across languages, we should ﬁnd evidence for at least three ‘object
positions’ – the thematic position (which can be anywhere at all within the accessible command
domain of ), the speciﬁer of v, and the speciﬁer of . We in addition expect that, in
contexts where we can clear away the confounding eﬀects of head movement, we will ﬁnd evidence
for syntactically autonomous closed class items corresponding to  and v.

 O  I
Irish is famously a  language, as seen in (b). A less well known observation, however, is that
the  pattern holds only for its ﬁnite clauses. In nonﬁnite clauses, as illustrated in (a), the subject
is initial, and the verb is medial. The verb in turn follows the direct object but precedes all other
complement-types.
()

a.
b.

Níor mhaith liom iad bréag mar sin a insint
domh.
I-wouldn’t like them lie like  tell.- to-me
‘I wouldn’t like them to tell me a lie like that.’
Níor mhaith liom go n-inseodh siad bréag mar sin domh.
I-wouldn’t like  tell. they lie like  to-me
‘I wouldn’t like them to tell me a lie like that.’

And a crude (but basically correct, I think) analysis of the relation between (a) and (b) suggests
itself:


See McCloskey () for a recent working out of this line of analysis.




✄
✂ ✁ <

()

 <  –   < 

In () head movement of the verb to initial position is linked with its relative morphological complexity. Nonﬁnite verbs are much simpler in morphological terms (much more on this below) and
appear close to the arguments that they select. Nonﬁnite clauses, then, may reveal more clearly than
their ﬁnite cousins do what the building blocks of the clause are and how those building blocks combine – in a way that is less obscured by head-movement than is the case for ﬁnite verb-initial clauses.
The form of nonﬁnite clauses can in turn be described by way of the informal schema in ():
()

    
[ ]

[Subject]

[Direct Object]



[-complement]

[-complement]

The  pattern of ﬁnite clauses is constant across the dialects and has been established since the
earliest period for which we have records (late in the sixth century). The  pattern of nonﬁnite clauses, on the other hand, is a relatively recent innovation which emerges into view in the
manuscript tradition only in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and it shows a great
deal of variation across the Gaelic dialect-continuum. I will not engage that variation here, but focus
exclusively on Northern dialects, where the descriptive and expositional challenges are somewhat
less daunting than for others. The crucial question is now, of course: What is the syntax that yields
the informal description in ()?
The focus of this paper is objecthood and so I will set aside questions having to do with subjects.
Because ﬁnite clauses are in addition fairly unrevealing about the syntax of objects (though see
Bobaljik & Carnie () for an important discussion), I will narrow the gaze still further and focus
on the syntax of direct objects in nonﬁnite clauses and on what it can teach us about objecthood in
general.

 T T P
In (a) and in (), the sequence a insint is glossed simply as a ‘nonﬁnite verb’. That is not inaccurate,
but to understand the syntax which produces (), we must probe the internal composition of such
sequences. Three elements can then be distinguished, organized as in ():
√
()
{  {  +  }}
The verbal root inis is suﬃxed with a morpheme -int, the fusion so produced known in the Irish
grammatical tradition as a ‘verbal noun’. That complex word is in turn preceded by a pre-verbal
particle a – written separately, but accent-less and at least phonologically dependent on the following
‘verbal noun’. The ‘verbal noun’ is a form which was formerly nominal in its syntax but which in
the contemporary language is entirely verbal (Gagnepain (), McCloskey (), McCloskey &
Sells (), Stuber ()). The particle which precedes the ‘verbal noun’ in () is one of a class of
such preverbs, whose members appear always and only in nonﬁnite contexts of various kinds. This
particular preverb exhibits an interesting distributional pattern.
: It is obligatorily present with objects (preverbal nominal arguments):


Examples with tags like ‘ ’ are naturally occuring. I will be glad to provide the source information on request.


()


a.
b.

✄

Ba mhaith liom an teach seo ✂a ✁ dhíol le duine inteacht.
I-would-like the house   sell. with person some
‘I would like to sell this house to someone.’
✄
cha
dtig liom
an fear choíche ✂a ✁ phósadh
- come with-me the man ever
 marry.
‘I can’t ever marry the man.’

 

: It is obligatorily absent, or silent, with intransitive verbs of all types:
()

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

bhí an chúis ró-mhór le Sasain géilleadh go síothchánta
was the matter too-grave with England yield. peacefully
‘The matter was too grave for England to yield peacefully.’
Is
cuimhin liomsa muid cruinniú i New York
- memorable to-me us
gather. in
‘I remember us gathering in New York.’
cionnus an bósun tuitim thar an taoibh
because the bosun fall. over the side
‘because the bosun fell overboard’
Seo an darna huair a leithéid tarlú.
this the second time its like
happen.
‘This is the second time such a thing has happened.’
Ba
mhian leat
gan
mé creidbheáil ins an rud
- desire with-you - me believe. in the thing
‘You wanted me not to believe in the thing.’

 
 
 
 --
 

: It is optionally present with verbs which take -complements of various types:
()

a.
b.

()

a.
b.

()

a.
b.

✄

go dtáinig leis a’ tseanduine ✂a ✁ chreidbheáil gur i Rinn na Feirste a bhí sé
 came with the old-person  believe.  in
 was he
‘that the old man came to believe that it was in Rannafast he was’
 
dhiúltaigh siad creidbheáil go bhfuil an domhan cruinn
refused they believe.  is
the world round
‘they refused to believe that the world is round’
 
✄

níorbh fhurast ✂a ✁ thabhairt ar m’ athair an lán mara a ligean ar shiúl air
 let. away on-him
was-not easy  give. on my father the tide
‘it wasn’t easy to make my father miss the tide’
 
ní
thiocfadh liom
tabhairt air
níos mó a innse
- come. with-me bring. on-him more
 tell.
‘I couldn’t make him tell any more’
 
✄

an bhfuil dochar ✂a ✁ fhiafruighe díot caidé’n scéal éagsamhail a tá in do chionn
 is
harm  ask.
of-you what story strange
 is in your head
‘Is there any harm in asking you what strange story you have in your head’
 
Ar
mhiste domh ﬁafraí duit cé an áit a bhfuil an baile agat?
 harm to-me ask. of-you what the place  is
the home at-you
‘Would it be  if I asked you where your home is?’
 





The preverb is also implicated in Object Agreement in nonﬁnite clauses. Objects agree with the
preverb under the usual idiosyncratic Irish conditions (McCloskey & Hale (), Andrews (),
McCloskey (, ), Legate (), Doyle (), Ackema & Neeleman () among many
others), and the preverb is, as expected in this heavily head-marking language, the bearer of object
agreement morphology. We see this in the example of ():
()

a.
b.

I ndiaidh iad mo cháineadh.
after
them  criticize.
‘after they criticized me’
is
fearr domh do leanstan agus féacháil le do philleadh
- better to-me  follow. and try. with  turn.
‘It would be better for me to follow you and attempt to turn you back’

 

The structure must be as in the schematic (), then, where pro indicates the position of the silent
pronominal argument (in this case the direct object) whose presence is always implied by agreement
morphology on a functional head in Irish. 
()

P


[̀]



pro
[̀]
Summing up these observations, the preverbal particle a seems to be the crucial ingredient in the
expression of transitivity in the inﬁnitival context. In fact the preverb can be taken to be the fundamental particle mediating the interactions which constitute objecthood in this environment. It
attracts the highest nominal argument into its second speciﬁer position (the ﬁrst being occupied
by the ‘external’ argument), a movement which yields the obligatory Object Shift characteristic of
nonﬁnite clauses. It licenses (by Case-marking on classical interpretations) the object and therefore
must be present if an object is to appear within the verbal domain. And ﬁnally it hosts the ̀-probe
in the Object Agreement interaction. These properties are deﬁnitional of the category  (in its
transitive guise) and it surely makes sense to identify the transitivity preverb as  of (b) and therefore to identify it with the  head of (). It is the element whose existence is predicted by the
theory of direct objects that we are scrutinizing.


The nominal origins of the verbal noun system are reﬂected in the fact that the Object Agreement markers are
syncretic with the Possessor Agreement markers.

I use the term ‘Object Shift’ here because it seems appropriate. It is important to note however that the Irish phenomenon is very diﬀerent from the Scandinavian phenomenon for which the term has also been used. Object Shift
of the Irish type is obligatory, not optional. It has no semantic or pragmatic consequences or side-eﬀects. There are
no phonological or morphological restrictions on its application. The verb in Irish remains low and to the right of the
raised object. And v-adjoined adverbs may intervene between the raised object and the nonﬁnite verbal complex (see
example (b) above). Clearly the analyses of the two phenomena must be very diﬀerent.





It will not be possible here to consider the interesting case of clausal complements and their
interaction with the transitivity preverb (the observations of ()–()). But a case can be made that
when the preverb appears (in the a-examples of ()–()) there is a null pronominal in object position,
one which is linked with an extraposed clause, and that in the cases without the preverb (the bexamples of ()–()) the  occupies its position of origin.

 T L V D
We have arguably made some progress at this point in better understanding the syntax of the nonﬁnite verbal complex, whose internal structure is illustrated again in ():
√
()
{  {  +  }}
We have identiﬁed the preverb of () with the  head postulated in (). But what of the second piece of ()– the ‘verbal noun’ formed by combining a root with a ‘verbal noun’ suﬃx? The
structure considered earlier in () for English will take the form () in Irish:
()

P

ext
v


[]

√


v
Arg

√


Arg

with the  head bearing  and driving Object Shift to its second speciﬁer. If () captures
something real about the syntax of the verbal domain in Irish, we will have two expectations. The
ﬁrst is that all internal arguments, including direct objects, will have their point of origin as speciﬁers
of or as a complement of the root. The second is that we will ﬁnd evidence for the presence of a
‘verbalizing’ element within the verbal domain in nonﬁnite clauses.
For the ﬁrst, we have already seen (at () above) that all non- complements follow the ‘verbal
noun’. This is illustrated in (), with two -arguments in (a),  and  complements in (b).
()

a.
b.

Ba

chóir duit labhairt leis
faoi seo.
- proper to-you speak. with-him about 
‘You should speak to him about this.’
ní
thiocfadh liom
tabhairt air
níos mó a innse
- come. with-me bring. on-him more
 tell.
‘I couldn’t make him tell any more’

 





The order of elements in () implies of course that the root must raise in () and left-adjoin to v to
form the ‘verbal noun’. We thus identify the verbal noun suﬃx with v, construed as a ‘verbalizer’.
The raising appealed to here, with its resultant mirror-image order of morphemes, represents the
extent of head movement in the nonﬁnite domain.
That even direct objects originate as low as all other complements (that is, as complement or
speciﬁer of the root) is suggested by the examples in ().
()

a.
b.
c.

ní

hionann sin agus an tAifreann a léamh uilig
- same
that and the Mass
 read. all
‘That’s not the same as reading the entire Mass.’
agus an scéal a inseacht uilig dhó
and the story  tell. all to-him
‘and to tell him the whole story’
Iad a rá
uilig, an ea?
them  say. all is-it
‘(You want me to) sing them all, is it?’

 
 
 --

All of the examples of () involve Quantiﬁer Float (see Ó Baoill & Maki () for extensive discussion). If the isolated universal quantiﬁer uilig in the examples of () marks the point of origin for
the raised objects, or a position through which they have transitioned, we have evidence that they
have a pre-Object Shift position within the complement of v and therefore to the right of the ‘verbal
noun’. Raising of the entire  headed by the quantiﬁer is, as expected, also possible:
()

a.
b.
c.

ní

hionann sin agus an tAifreann uilig a léamh
- same
that and the Mass
all  read.
‘That’s not the same as reading the entire Mass.’
agus an scéal uilig a inseacht dhó
and the story all  tell. to-him
‘and to tell him the whole story’
Iad uilig a rá,
an ea?
them all  say. is-it
‘(You want me to) sing them all, is it?’

A ﬁnal observation is in order. There are many distinct verbal noun-forming suﬃxes (see BlochTrojnar () for general discussion), but one of the more productive among them is the suﬃx
whose orthographic form is -(e)áil, illustrated in ():
()

Rinne sé teach a thóg-áil.
do. he house  raise.
‘He built a house.’

This suﬃx has other uses. Among them is to facilitate the borrowing of English verbs into Irish
– nonce borrowings and also long-term borrowings. To be used as Irish verbs, borrowed English
words may not be used bare, but must rather be augmented with the -áil suﬃx:
()

 :
miss-áil, enjoy-áil, bother-áil, jive-áil
 : vót-áil (vote), péint-eáil (paint), smugl-áil (smuggle), cic-eáil (kick)





Such uses provide perhaps some support for the idea that among the functions of the morphemes
used to form verbal nouns in Irish is that of making appropriate verbs – that is to act as a ‘verbalizer’.
If this is so, then the identiﬁcation of these suﬃxes with the verbalizer v receives some interesting
support.

 A   T P
But what, ﬁnally, of the most contentious part of this framework of assumptions – the idea that the
preverb (now identiﬁed as a  head) is a syntactically independent entity, a closed class item
similar in fundamental respects to a member of the class , or a member of the class . Are there
reasons which go beyond theoretical consistency which would suggest this interpretation?
An initial observation is that if there were a second head movement step which incorporated the
verbal stem into , that movement (unlike the one we have postulated for the creation of the
verbal noun and unlike the movements which create ﬁnite verbs) would not respect Mark Baker’s
() Mirror Principle. If it did, the preverb would in fact be the ﬁnal element of the inﬁnitival
verbal complex. The preverb in fact appears in exactly the position we would expect a  head
which was syntactically independent to occupy – the position from which it selects v.
But I would also like to develop a less theory-bound (if slightly salacious) argument in favor
of the idea that the preverb is a syntactic head like any other. The core of our proposal is that the
transitivity preverb in a nonﬁnite clause acts like any other functional head – it selects and therefore
precedes its phrasal complement (v in this case). In terms of the morphosyntax nothing more need
be said. However, like many other functional heads (in Irish in particular) the  head is phonologically deﬁcient and as a consequence is a phonological dependent of the material that follows.
The strict adjacency implied by this phonological dependency makes it diﬃcult to construct the obvious kinds of arguments for the autonomy of the preverb, since nothing can intervene between it
and following material.
Or almost nothing. As it happens, though, certain swear-words borrowed from English may so
intervene, as we see in ():
()

tá sé ceaptha thú a feckin ghortú
is it intended you 
hurt.
‘It’s intended to feckin’ hurt you.’

 

Crucially, this is not an instance of expletive inﬁxation of the well studied English type. It is absolutely
impossible to insert a borrowed swear-word within a morphologically complex word, as shown, for
example, in ():
()

a.

chaithﬁdís
must..
‘they have to’
b. *chaithﬁ-feckin-dís
c. *ambasa-feckin-dóir

Speakers are very clear about this and no attested examples of the type in () have so far been





observed. In sharp contrast, examples like () can be found very easily and speakers judge them as
natural without hesitation.
Similar eﬀects turn up in a number of other contexts. The same set of borrowed swear-words,
for example, can appear between a preposition and its complement , as seen in ():
()

Feicﬁdh mé arú amáireach
thú le dhul
ar feckin’ siúlóid mar sin.
see. I day-after-tomorrow you with go.- on
walk as that
‘I’ll see you the day after tomorrow to go on a feckin’ walk then.’
 

They also occur between many kinds of determiners and their phrasal complements. This is shown
for possessive determiners in (), and for the deﬁnite determiner in ().
()

a.

níl

mé ag

iarraidh ortsa mo feckin cháil
a scriosadh
on-you my
reputation  destroy.
‘I’m not asking you to destroy my feckin’ reputation.’
 
Dún do friggin chlab, a Mhamaí.
close your
gob -Mammy
‘Shut your friggin mouth, Mammy’
 --

--be. I

b.

()

a.
b.

 ask.

an focain deartháir úd.
the
brother 
‘that fuckin’ brother’
thar thairseach an focain tí
seo.
over threshold the
house. 
‘through the door of this fuckin’ house’

 
 

Finally they may intervene between a negative complementizer and its -complement, as seen in
().
()

Ná
focain ﬂiuch an bosca!
-
wet the box
‘Don’t fucking wet the box.’

 

These observations can be visualized by way of the sequence of trees in (), which lays out the array
of well-formed patterns so far identiﬁed.
()






ar




mo






an






ná







v

a

And fron (), a very clear pattern suggests itself: swear words borrowed from English never appear
within a morphological word. However, they may appear between a prosodically dependent functional head and the complement of that head. All of the well-formed examples in ()–() meet

Baronian & Tremblay () describe what looks like a very similar distributional pattern for the same borrowings
in Montréal French.





this condition. If this interpretation is accurate, we have evidence that the relation between the transitivity particle and the projection of the verbal stem is indistinguishable from the relation between
 and , between  and , or between  and . If the transitivity preverb is a closed-class lexical item which selects a phrasal complement (the projection of v), the well-formedness of () is
expected as part of a larger pattern. But this is the core of the proposal in () and is precisely the
hypothesis that we wanted to put to the test.

 C
We are thus brought by this language-internal deductive path to the theory of objecthood which
Chomsky (, , ) arrives at by way of general theoretical deduction, which Kratzer ()
arrives at by deduction from semantic considerations and which Johnson () arrives at by way
of close examination of English. The properties crucial for objecthood inhere not in verbs but in
syntactically independent functional heads which select phrases headed by verbal stems. Verbal
phrases are therefore multi-layered and there are at least three ‘object positions’.
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